STONE HALL AND MUSIC ROOM

What was here before the renovation?

- Stone Hall featured a stage but no obvious space to place a video screen. Videos were often placed high on the stage, but presenters generally stood on risers on the ground. Window shades were broken or missing, and the floor was yellowed tiles. There was sound bleed between Stone Hall and the Sanctuary above. Old furniture lined the perimeter of the room and many of the brown tables and blue padded chairs were in poor condition.
- The choir room has continually occupied this space, but the room had damage from water penetration, the restrooms were old, and the space was inaccessible.

What's changed?

Stone Hall:
- With the stage removed to make way for the Central Stairs, a wall is in place for video screens.
- The floor has been replaced.
- Sound rated ceiling tile has been installed along the perimeter of the room to help minimize sound bleed.
- New gray tables (4’ rounds, 6’ and 8’ rectangles) replace the brown furniture, and new gray padded chairs complete the new look.
- Four 75” video screens will be mounted on the new, large wall.
- New window shades have been installed.

Music Room:
- A chair lift is installed that can accommodate a wheelchair or someone standing with a walker. When not in use, the lift folds to allow to the full width of the staircase.
- The men’s and women’s restrooms were completely renovated with old fixtures removed and replaced with new.
- The water-damaged music room wall was repaired and re-painted.
- New heating and cooling in the choir office was provided.
- A video screen is mounted in Music room

Interesting tidbits:

- Much work was required in the ceiling to address new ductwork and plumbing for spaces above the Music Room (the new Toddler / Nursery rooms).
- Removal of the large holly tree in the corner of the New Entrance has significantly improved natural lighting into Stone Hall.